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Abstract

Group activity dynamics can be inferred from individual
activity of each person in the scene. We build a deep learn-
ing based hierarchical model that learns to capture these
dynamics using LSTM model. We train an LSTM model to
first predict individual activity from CNN features and then
pool over all individuals in a frame to train another LSTM
to predict the group activity label. We evaluate this model
on Collective Activity Dataset.

1. Introduction
For an autonomous agent to function properly in the real

world, it needs to understand the social rules that humans
implicitly follow. Given an image of a group of people,
there are multiple characterisitics that can be used to de-
scribe the scene. One of them is to identify the activity that
is being performed. With the current popularity of Deep-
CNN architectures, one naive way to approach this problem
would be to collect a large dataset of images of groups of
people performing some activity; each image labeled with
the group activity and train a neural network to predict this
label. However, this approach fails to capture the spatio-
temporal relation between the indiviuduals performing the
given activity. A better approach would be to identify the in-
dividuals in the scene, analyze their appearance and reason
about the relations between them. A large volume of liter-
ature explores this idea [2] [3] [14] [15]. However, most
of these rely on hand-crafted features and hence are lim-
ited by their limited representation abilities. On the other
hand deep-learning based representations trained on Image-
net [13], [16], [17] [8] have yielded state-of-the-art results
in recognition tasks.

Taking both these views into account it is imperative
that we use a hierarchical approach to identify individuals
in a scene using deep conv-nets and then reason about the
spatio-temporal relationship between these features. Simi-
lar approaches have also been popular for the segmentation
task [18]. Ibrahim et.el. [10] proposed a hierarchical tempo-
ral algorithm in the same spirit to identify the activity being

performed by the group.

2. Related Work

Human activity recognition has been an area of active
research in computer vision. We discuss some related work
in the field and recent work in deep learning.

Group Activity Recognition: Most works use hand-
crafted features fed to structured models representing the
structural information present between individuals in space
and time. Lan et al. [14] represent the hierarchical features
from lower level person information to higher level group
interactions using an adaptive latent structure learning al-
gorithm. Choi and Savarese [3] propose a joint framework
to unify tracking multiple people using individual actions,
interactions and collective activities. All these suffer from
representation issues due to use of hand-crafted features and
linear models.

Deep Learning: Deep convolutional networks have
shown impressive performance over the last few years es-
pecially with the availability of large datasets as ImageNet
[13]. These include tasks like image classification [13] and
action recognition [16]. For space time inputs, recurrent
neural networks, specifically LSTM [9] models have been
popular. Donhaue et al. [5], stack an LSTM on top of CNN
to handle sequential tasks as action recognition.

2.1. Contribution

We implement the hierarchical temporal architecture as
proposed by Ibrahim et.al. [10], and replicate their results.

3. Approach

Three cues important for understanding what a group of
people are doing:

• Person level actions: Individual actions are the build-
ing blocks towards determining the group actions.

• Temporal dynamics of person’s actions: How indi-
vidual activity changes over time is important to deter-
mine the group actions.
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Figure 1. Proposed Solution Pipeline: Given tracklets of K-
individuals, we feed each tracklet in a CNN, followed by a person
LSTM layer to represent each person’s action. We then pool over
these temporal features in the scene. The output of pooling layer
is fed to the second LSTM network to identify the whole group’s
activity.

• Temporal evolution of group activities: How the
groups’s movements are changing over time helps de-
termine the group activity.

Most classic approaches model this problem as a struc-
tured prediction problem based on hand crafted features
[14], [3]. This work instead takes inspiration from the suc-
cess of hierarchical deep learning models to model the dy-
namics in a unified end-to-end framework.

Since group activities are inherently sequential in nature,
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) architectures are impor-
tant to model them. We specifically use LSTM layers which
are a type of RNN structure. The proposed model takes as
input a sequence of images and first extracts individual per-
son features from the scene using a CNN. These features
are then transferred to an LSTM which predicts the individ-
ual activity being performed. Since we have a sequence of
images, the LSTM learns to map this sequence to individ-
ual activity label. We next pool together the hidden states
from these individual LSTMs and feed it to another LSTM
that models the temporal dynamics of the group activity ans
uses a softmax layer to predict the group activity label. See
pipeline in Fig.1.

3.1. Implementation

We use the Tensorflow [1] library to implement our
model. We initialize the CNN using a pre-trained AlexNet

[13] 1. This allows us to take a transfer learning approach
[6] and train the first LSTM layer with the CNN in an end
to end fashion. The hidden state of LSTM keeps track of
an individual’s behavior over the short period of time. For
the first state, the output of the LSTM layer is passed to a
softmax classification layer to predict the individual action
class label.

For the next stage, we concatenate the fc7 layer features
from the AlexNet with the LSTM hidden layer features for
each person and feed it to a pooling layer. This pooling
operation’s output provides a representation for the action
being performed by all people in the scene. These features
will then be fed to the second LSTM layer followed by a
softmax layer to predict the group activity label. We pos-
tulate that to perform this task, the second LSTM learns to
directly model the temporal dynamics of a group activity.

Mathematically, the pooling layer can be expressed as
[10]:

Ptk = xtk ⊕ htk (1)
Zt = Pt1 � Pt2 � . . . � Ptk (2)

In this equation, htk is the first LSTM’s output and xtk

represent the AlexNet fc7 features for the k-th person at
time t. ⊕ concatenates these two features which are then
max-pooled (�) over to give us the frame’s features at time
t, Zt. Finally we feed these frame level features to the sec-
ond LSTM stage similar to the first one and learn the group
level dynamics. Zt, passed through a fully connected layer
is input to the LSTM layer. The hidden state of LSTM layer
carries the temporal information for the whole group dy-
namics which is fed to a softmax layer for classification.
The network consists of 3000-node fully connected layer
followed by a 9-timestep 500-node LSTM layer without the
softmax layer.

3.2. Dataset

• Collective Activity Dataset [3]: This dataset contains
33 videos which results in 21470 frames. It contains
six group activities: Gathering, Talking, Dismissal,
Walking together, Chasing and Queueing. It also has
three individual activity labels: Standing, Walking and
Running. Although the dataset has some labels for
pose and interaction features we do not use them. We
do a 80-20 split for all frames.

3.3. Differences from the Original Paper

• We use Adam [12], to perform stochastic optimization
using a fixed learning rate of 0.01, instead of the mo-
ment based SGD used in the paper.

1We use Caffe-Tensorflow to convert the Caffe [11] model to its Ten-
sorflow equivalent.

https://github.com/ethereon/caffe-tensorflow


Figure 2. Predictions by the two staged hierarchical network. In the last image network predicts the walking together activity incorrectly
as gathering.

4. Experiments
4.1. Image Baseline

We fine tune the AlexNet model to directly predict group
activity label for each frame.

4.2. Person Baseline

We pool over fc7 features of each person and train a soft-
max classifier to predict the group activity label.

4.3. Fine-tuned Person Baseline

We fine tune AlexNet model for each person to predict
individual activity and then pool over these fc7 features to
predict the group activity label.

4.4. Temporal with Person Features

We extend the second baseline with LSTM. fc7 features
are pooled over all individuals in a frame and fed to an
LSTM model to predict group activity label.

4.5. Results

Table 1. Comparison with Baseline experiments
Experiment Accuracy
Image classification 61.5
Person classification 60.2
Fine-tuned Person classification 64.6
Temporal with Person features 61.6
Two staged hierarchical 78.6

It is clear that our two staged model has improved the
performance when compared to our baselines and temporal
information helps in the task. Also identifying the relevant
parts of the frame (people) helps over frame level features.
Some example prediction in Fig.2.

Comparing our method with the state of the art we see
that we show comparable performance to them. The given
approach would be even more useful if we had a larger
dataset.

Table 2. Comparison with State of Art
Method Accuracy
Two staged hierarchical (this) 78.6
Contextual [14] 79.1
Deep structured [4] 80.6
Two staged hierarchical (original) [10] 81.5
Cardinality kernel [7] 83.4

5. Conclusion

We presented a deep structured architecture to solve the
group activity recognition problem. This model consists
of two stages: we first learn the individual person level
action representation and combine these to recognize the
group activity. We evaluated the model on Collective Ac-
tivity Dataset. Results show that using the temporal in-
formation improves upon the baselines lacking the hierar-
chical structure. The source code is available at https:
//gitlab.com/rejuvyesh/cs231a-project.
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